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AWI Announces SOE Honorees,
Applauds Exemplary Woodwork

E

ach year, AWI Manufacturing Members compete
for recognition in their quest for recognition of exemplary architectural woodwork. Earlier this month, six 2018
honorees were singled out by AWI to receive Standard
of Excellence awards during the 66th AWI Annual Convention in
Naples, Florida, October 3-5.
Each manufacturer was challenged by the design specifications
set by architects seeking excellence for their high visibility
projects that included a country club, corporate offices, a university, a healthcare facility, a resort, and a museum.
The Overall honoree met and surpassed the challenge
of rigorous craftsmanship of the extensive millwork required by TMS Architects for the GreatHorse Country Club.
Millwork One of Cranston, RI, an 80,000 sq. ft. facility established in 1989 and a QCP Licensee, won the bid and manufactured
the architectural woodwork that the owners and designers determined would be the focus for the project – what everyone would
see, touch and be comfortable using.

The source of project
descriptions is Design Solutions
Magazine, AWI's quarterly journal
of architectural woodwork. Visit
www.awinet.org for full details about
the projects of these SOE honorees.
(continued on page 4)
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STANDARDS

AWI Casework Testing Program
Continues Support Momentum

The

AWI National Testing Center received an overwhelming amount of support
at IWF Atlanta, August 22-25, for the upcoming casework testing program, scheduled to begin in January 2019. AWI Technical Director, Ashley
Goodin, and NTC Laboratory Manager, Travis Goodman, were excited to meet with a variety
of manufacturers and suppliers at the show and discuss ways in which the upcoming testing
program can help them to continue to improve value for their customers while maintaining
the highest standards of quality workmanship.
Through this testing program, AWI
will be able to help manufacturers
identify opportunities to adapt to an
ever-evolving industry by allowing the
use of different material and hardware
combinations, opening up new cost-effective shipping options, helping to ensure that
their products continue to meet the needs of
a demanding industry and, most importantly,
helping to ensure that manufacturers are able
to continue to deliver the value their customers
expect while managing costs.
AWI will also be providing opportunities for casework manufacturers as well as suppliers of components and hardware to participate in testing.
Here at AWI, our mission is to open doors to continued innovation and growth within the architectural woodwork community. With your continued support, we can change the industry! z

AWI will be able to help manufacturers
identify opportunities to adapt to an
ever-evolving industry and ensure
they are able to continue to deliver
the value their customers expect
while managing costs.

The Architectural Woodwork Institute has produced and collaborated on the
development of standards in accordance with its mission from its founding in
1953 to the present day.
Founded in 1918, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is a private
non-profit organization that administers and coordinates the U.S. voluntary standardization and conformity assessment system.

New AWI
Members
AWI NEWS
MANUFACTURERS
Curry Cabinetry, Inc.
Tampa, FL
EMI Industries LLC
Tampa, FL
LEAP, Inc.
dba Brooklyn Workforce
Innovations
Brooklyn, NY
Luxury Interiors by Pic
Long Island City, NY
Majestic Architectural
Woodwork
Bellwood, IL
Mark of Excellence
Leesburg, VA
Straw and Company Fine
Woodwork
Gainesville, FL
Wichita Cabinet Company
Park City, KS
Note: These new members
joined AWI in August 2018.

Use the online Directory of
AWI Manufacturing and
Supplier Members at
www.awinet.org for contact

UPDATE YOUR PROFILE IN NEW AWI WEB PORTAL

information and access to the

AWI

AWI members. The resource is

is excited to announce the launch of our new portal and refreshed
Web site! At www.awinet.org, there's a host of small but impactful
changes, all to make your experience at the AWI site better.

Web sites of these and other
open 24/7 for use in seeking
manufacturers and suppliers of
architectural woodwork. z

But we need your help! We need YOU to login using your NEW username and password
to review and update your contact information. It’s important that your full and updated
information appears on the site, so visiting architects, designers, specifiers and general
contractors can see the full scope of your capabilities.
Don’t delay; do it today! z
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COMPANIES
CELEBRATE
MAJOR AWI
MILESTONES
AWI NEWS

During the 2018 AWI
Convention in Naples,
Florida, October 3-5, 11
member companies were
recognized for their longstanding support of AWI.
The following celebrated
noteworthy AWI membership anniversaries.
Congratulations to all.
50TH AWI ANNIVERSARY
Kay Dee Company
of Omaha
Omaha, NE
Garland Woodcraft
(Now) Thompson
Millwork, LLC
Durham, NC
Each joined AWI in 1968.
The principal of each organization received a gold and
diamond commemorative
membership pin.
25TH AWI ANNIVERSARY
BMC Architectural
Millwork
Greensboro, NC
Daiek Woodworks
Sterling Heights, MI

Jefferson Millwork
& Design, Inc.
Sterling, VA
Jutras Woodworking, Inc.
Smithfield, RI
Moderne Cabinet
Great Falls, MT
Morgan Smith Industries,
LLC
Louisville, KY
Rowland Woodworking,
Inc.
High Point, NC
Siewert Cabinet & Fixture
Manufacturing, Inc.
Minneapolis, MN
SMI Cabinetry, Inc.
Orlando, FL
Each joined AWI in 1993.
The principal of each
organization received a
ruby commemorative
membership pin.
Thank you for your longstanding support and
continued membership in
the Architectural Woodwork
Institute. We applaud your
success and longevity in the
industry. z

THANK YOU!
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Two Supporters
Recognized With
Honorary Life
Membership

2

extraordinary people have been selected this year
to receive the distinction of honorary life member
of the Institute. Each has contributed to AWI in
unique ways and served the architectural woodwork industry.

Because of the change in AWI’s fiscal
year, Richard Ungerbuehler served
as AWI President for 15 months in
2007-2008. In late 2007, he saw
the establishment of the Quality
Certification Corporation with its
own Board of Directors and bylaws.
After many years of discussion, an
AWI Education Foundation was
established during his presidency.
And, AWI worked diligently on a new
Architectural Woodwork Standards
under his oversight. Richard gave fully to AWI, and we are
proud to welcome him as an honorary life member.
Randy Estabrook has been in the
architectural woodwork industry
for over 40 years, owning his own
company, Enterprise Woodcraft
& Design, Inc., working for major
AWI member firms, volunteering
with AWI Capital Region Chapter,
consulting in the industry, serving
on the AWI Board of Directors, and
acting as the Director of the AWI
Quality Certification Corporation
for more than 10 years. Under his
oversight, QCP developed national and international participation, doubled program growth and increased stakeholder
earnings 300%. He believes in AWI and what it stands for
and we are honored to give him this distinction.
Richard and Randy were recognized at the President’s
Dinner during the 66th AWI Annual Convention, October 3-5
at the Naples Grande Beach Resort in Florida. They join 55
other worthy Honorary Life Members who were conferred
with the distinction at prior AWI conventions. z
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AWI NEWS

Standard of Excellence

AWI 2018 Standard of Excellence Award Winners

(cont. from page 1)

Overall
Project: GreatHorse Country Club,
Hampden, MA
Woodworker: Millwork One, Cranston, RI
Architect: TMS Architects
Design Solutions: (Quarter 4) Fall 2017
Photographer: Robert Karosis
Millwork One manufactured and installed
reclaimed White Oak for the paneling,
reclaimed barnboard used on the radius bar
that features a custom iron rope footrail,
and White Oak for the radius and straight
rustic box beams to simulate post and beam
framing. The White Oak was also used on
wainscoting, door and window casings,
crowns and cabinetry, which was selected
for its robust quality and its appearance
when given a rich, dark stain. According to
architect Jason Bailey, “Millwork One was
able to understand the design intent and
develop the finest shop drawings TMS has
ever seen.”

Education
Project: Hoover Hall, DePauw University, Greencastle, IN;
Woodworker: Mock Woodworking Company, Zanesville, OH; Architect: Robert A. M. Stern
Architects; Design Solutions: (Quarter 2) Spring 2018; Photographer: Daniel Showalter
The new 50,000 sq. ft. university Hoover Dining Hall offers a variety of rooms that in total seat
750: a main dining room and reconfigurable spaces for smaller dining rooms, lectures and
other events. Mock Woodworking provided wall paneling, wainscot, cabinets, booth seating,
fireplace surrounds, arched entries, columns, crown, base, casing, chair rail and countertops
for the project. Woods of choice were Poplar and rift-sawn American White Oak. The most
noteworthy of the woodwork elements were the elliptical casing on the high ceiling, the
arched entries, the 10 units of booth seating, and fireplace surrounds.

Corporate
Project: Offices of Boston Consulting Group,
New York, NY
Woodworker: Legere Woodworking, Avon, CT
Architect: Gensler
Design Solutions: (Quarter 2) Spring 2018
Photographer: Garrett Rowland
Double-digit personnel growth compelled the consulting company to relocate its New York City office
to Hudson Yards where the 200,000 sq. ft. of space
spanned six floors. According to Steve Hass of Legere
Woodworking, a variety of woods was used in the project
including Butternut, Walnut, Teak, Maple, reclaimed Oak
wall planks and solid Poplar. The café and multi-purpose
room feature custom linear Walnut ceiling slats and
reclaimed Oak paneling. Other elements included
woodwork for the executive offices and reception area and additionally, six unique elevator
lobby designs.
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Healthcare
Project: Luthercare Muhlenberg Building, Lititz, PA
Woodworker: CraftPoint Concepts, Ephrata, PA
Architect: Richard Mula Architects
Design Solutions: (Quarter 4) Fall 2017
Photographer: Eugene Elikh
The 8,600 sq. ft. renovation of the 120-residence
healthcare apartment building incorporates
woodwork into the project to create a sense of
warmth and hospitality. CraftPoint Concepts
built Maple shelves for the library, a Cherry stair
rail, a reception desk and booth seating. The firm
also provided sculpted and textured laminates and
deco metal throughout the space. The noteworthy
reception desk features different angles and curves
as well as a variety of materials.

Hospitality
Project: Four Seasons Ko Olina Resort, Kapolei, HI; Woodworker: Central Wisconsin Woodworking, Weston, WI; Supplier: ISEC,
Inc. Greenwood Village, CO; Architect: deReus Architects; Design Solutions: (Quarter 1) Winter 2018; Photographers: Not identified
The 608,000 sq. ft. exclusive five-start beach project was designed to incorporate the warmth of wood. ISEC used Iroko and engineered
Teak veneered coffered ceilings, Teak veneer ribbon column inserts up to the top floor, radius Iroko and Teak veneer at display and seating,
and bar and wall paneling with windscreen doors. For the entry, Central Wisconsin Woodworking produced the exterior tongue and groove
wall paneling, valet pod and porte cochere coffered ceiling.

Public Facility
Project: National Museum of the Marine Corps, Triangle, VA
Woodwork: Annandale Millwork and Allied Systems Corporation,
Winchester, VA; Architect: Fentress Architects; Design Solutions: (Quarter
2) Spring 2018; Photograher: Greg Hadley
Construction on the museum’s 115,000 sq. ft. “final phase” included work
on the Medal of Honor Theatre, a giant screen movie theatre, and the
Regimental Boardroom. Woodwork elements included wall paneling, a
30-foot by eight-foot radius conference table, eight-foot-high display
cases with sliding glass doors, solid surface window stools and countertops,
and custom cabinetry. Elements of the project featured Quartered Maple
veneer, White Maple and Mahogany. Areas of vague design intention
enabled Annandale Millwork to make mock-ups for onsite meetings with
the architect and owner.
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Solid Financial Management: Key to Business Growth
KNOW YOUR NUMBERS!
ANALYZE YOUR ASSETS!
LIMIT YOUR LIABILITIES!
Spend a day at the upcoming AWI
Financial Management Seminar
learning to manage your business
through your financials. Learn the
fundamentals about your financial
statements and capture meaningful
information from the balance sheet
and income and cash flow statements.
Broaden your understanding of financial ratios and methods
of accounting. Be introduced to operational accounting and
various management tools to include accounts and cost codes,
work in progress reports, cost to complete reports, backlog
reports, and sales pipeline reports.
This course will bring understanding to financial projections,
cash drivers, cash management and financial benchmarking

This course will bring
understanding to financial
projections, cash drivers,
cash management and
financial benchmarking with
use of the AWI Cost of Doing
Business Survey Report.
2018 AWI Sponsors

with use of the AWI
Cost of Doing Business
Survey Report. If time allows, seminar instructors will also
review open book management, contribution margin analysis,
estimates and cost tracking, along with banking and surety
relationships.

LEARNING FORUM

Founding Sponsor

Featured presenter Sebastien DesMarais is the President
at Hollywood Woodwork, an employee-owned architectural
millwork company based in Hollywood, Florida since 1968.
After graduating from the University of Florida with majors in
Computer Engineering and Finance, Sebastien joined General
Electric where he travelled globally and worked in Information
Technology for three years followed by Corporate Finance
for three years. He joined Hollywood Woodwork in 2010 as
CFO, with responsibilities in Finance and Accounting, Risk
Management, Human Resources, and Information Technology.
In 2015, Sebastien became the Company’s 4th President.
Sebastien became an active member of AWI in 2010, joining both the Marketing and Finance Committees. In 2011,
he developed and chaired AWI’s Financial Management
Team, with responsibilities of managing the annual AWI
Cost of Doing Business Survey (CoDBS), and also in delivering Financial Management Seminars to the AWI community.
Since its creation, the Financial Management Team has
delivered over 10 seminars to AWI Chapters, AWI National
Convention, IWF and AWFS. In 2015, Sebastien was elected
into AWI’s Board of Directors, and in 2016 became an Officer
of AWI and QCC, serving as both Director and Treasurer for
both organizations. z

Sustaining Sponsors

Level 1 Sponsors

Level 2 Sponsor

AWI thanks these annual sponsors for their additional
support of AWI which helps to fund the association’s
programs, publications and other services for members. AWI Manufacturing Members are encouraged to
connect with these suppliers anytime at www.awinet.
org whenever a need arises for their services.
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QCP Continues Intensive 2018
Outreach Initiatives

NOVEMBER 1
1:30 pm

M. Bohlke Tour

NOVEMBER 2
8:00 am - 9:00 am
9:00 am - 10:00 am
10:00 am - 10:20 am
10:20 am - 12:00 pm
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
1:00 pm - 1:30 pm
1:30 pm - 2:00 pm
2:00 pm - 2:30 pm
2:30 pm - 2:50 pm
2:50 pm - 4:30 pm
4:30 pm - 5:00 pm

Introduction to Numbers
Interpreting Financial Statements
BREAK
Anticipating Tomorrow
LUNCH
Anticipating Cash Flow
Generating a Profit
Funding Operations
BREAK
Operational Finance
Open Forum/Q&A

AWI Financial
Management Seminar
November 2
8:00 am – 5:00 pm (ET)
Aloft Hotel - Newport on the Levee
Newport, KY
Host: AWI Ohio Valley Chapter
Special Opportunity on November 1 at 1:30 pm:
Longtime AWI Sponsor & Supplier Member, M. Bohlke
Veneer has offered to host a tour of their plant &
impressive veneer showroom. The tour is scheduled
for the day prior to the seminar. Reserve your flights
accordingly to take advantage of this opportunity.
Registration: www.awinet.org

Level 3 Sponsors

S

taff of the AWI Quality
Certification Program
(QCP) traveled to the Hilton
La Jolla Torrey Pines in
California, September 20-23,
for Arc Interiors, an intensive oneto-one business meetings program
designed for heads of interior design
from America’s top architecture and
design firms. Now in its 12th year, Arc
Interiors is an avenue for designers to
stay ahead of the curve and the perfect

ceptions
about the
cost of certification, which is only one/
half percent of the total woodwork
contract value, or a minimum of $500,”
said Quality Certification Corporation
(QCC) Executive Director Randy
Estabrook.
According to Bond Events — Arc
Interiors producer and sponsor — 70%
of this year’s attendees were from the
Top 100 interior design firms.

ABOUT QCP

The one-on-one meetings enable us to explain the value
of certification of millwork in the multi-million dollar
projects created by attending architects.
opportunity for suppliers to introduce
their brand and products to key decision makers and build trusted relationships that will get them specified above
the rest.
QCP’s goal was to promote use of
architectural woodwork as one of the
most beautiful and visible elements of
many construction projects. “The oneon-one meetings enable us to explain
the value of certification of millwork
in the multi-million dollar projects
created by attending architects. While
explaining the merits of adherence to
recognized industry standards by QCP
licensees, we also inform the interior
designers about certification as a risk
management tool for their projects. In
addition, we are able to dispel miscon-

QCP has found that these Bond
Events are a fruitful avenue to promote
certification and its licensees. z
The AWI Quality Certification Program (QCP)
is a valuable quality assurance tool for interior
architectural woodwork, one of the most
highly visible aspects of many construction
projects. QCP assesses whether the millwork
provided meets the project's specifications
and industry standards. Incorporated in
early 2007, The AWI Quality Certification
Corporation (QCC) is an autonomous 501 (c)
(6) trade association which administers the
AWI Quality Certification Program (QCP). It
is the vision of the QCP to be the recognized
compliance assurance process for the architectural woodwork industry. QCP is endorsed
by the American
Subcontractors
Association
(ASA). www.
awiqcp.org

Level 4 Sponsors

)

)

Seminar Agenda
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WCA ISSUES FIRST DIAMOND CREDENTIAL

The

International Woodworking Fair
door for a National Historic Landmark, as “the hardest I
(IWF) in Atlanta was the sethave undertaken in my career.” The project was featured
ting of another milestone for the
in AWI’s Design Solutions Magazine in 2015.
Woodwork Career Alliance of North America (WCA).
Having successfully completed the progression of the
Woodworking instructor Patrick Molzahn of Madison
WCA credentialing Passport program, Molzahn said he
College in Madison,
is confident that the
WI, received the
WCA Skill Standards
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
Diamond credential,
can be used effecthe first ever issued
tively to measure a
by the WCA. This is
candidate’s woodthe highest credential
working abilities.
awarded by the WCA
“For industry, the
and is the culmination
WCA credentialof more than 125 skill
ing system provides
evaluations and three
a template for
woodworking projects.
recognizing and
Molzahn, a founding
rewarding one’s
member of the WCA
skills. Moreover, emBoard of Directors, said
ployers can use the
the experience fulfilled
credentialing ladder
a long-term goal. “I use
to develop their
the WCA credentialing
talent and encourage
system to evaluate and
continuing educaPhoto courtesy of WCA
reward my students,”
tion.” z
Patrick
Molzahn
(left)
receives
the
Diamond
patch
from
WCA
President
Scott
Nelson
Molzahn said. “I have
The Woodwork Career
long felt the need to test at IWF Atlanta at the Georgia World Congress Center.
Alliance was founded
the efficacy of our credentialing system by experiencing it
in 2007 as a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation and is governed by a
volunteer board of directors. The WCA’s mission is to develop and
from the candidate’s perspective.”
administer a unified set of Skill Standards for the wood products
In addition to passing a wide array of skill evaluations
industry. Since 2011, WCA has developed observable and measuron dozens of machines and tools, Molzahn completed
able performance standards and assessments for more than 240
woodworking machine operations. In addition, WCA has issued
projects for the three highest credentialing levels: Red,
more than 1,600 Passports, a portable, personal permanent record
Gold, and ultimately Diamond. For his Red level credendocumenting each holder’s record of achievements as a woodworktial, Molzahn built a 32mm cabinet, a design he uses with
ing professional. More than 100 high schools and post-secondary
schools throughout North America
his students. For Gold, he built a maple face-frame cabinet
are WCA EDUcation™ members.
with a raised panel door. Molzahn described the Diamond
www.WoodworkCareer.org.
project, recreating six replacement windows and an entry

This is the highest credential awarded by the
WCA and is the culmination of more than 125 skill
evaluations and three woodworking projects.
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NOTE: The Architectural Woodwork Institute (AWI) makes every effort to ensure that published information is accurate and current. Neither AWI, nor any content contributor, officer, or employee of AWI warrants the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any information published in AWI NewsBriefs and/or AWI e-Briefs, nor endorses any products, services
or other information resources linked from AWI’s editorial content and shall not be held liable for any losses caused by reliance on the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of such
information. Portions of the information may be incorrect or not current. Any person or entity that relies on any information obtained from this system does so at their own risk.

